Now Let’s Take a Listening Walk
to ‘Many voices, all of them loved’

ascending the sound of the spiral then
The Divine Ear must be dissolved. Divinity is… the ponderability that compounds the
inequitable and measures out breath in disposable cups. Divinity is… the missionary’s boot,
the microbial symphony on the soles of his boot. Divinity is… all those lifeforms without
eyes and mouths that comb and branch inconceivable.
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song and think them mimics, we want to save them they help us focus and sleep
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the beyond of teaching teacher voice
TEACHER: You may begin.
SOME MISSIONARY: Why not then worship my boot?
TANTRIC METAPHYSICIST: Boot is body. Body is boat. Why not then sail through bliss;
why not then tune your body to the interruptions swimming below, the disruptions blowing
above? You pave paradise and walk ungrounded.
SOME MISSIONARY: Why not then worship my boot?
TANTRIC METAPHYSICIST: Sound is deathless; the gramophone of the universe is never
at rest. Science must invoke the analemmic swan!
SOME MISSIONARY: Why not then worship my boot?
TANTRIC METAPHYSICIST: …
TEACHER (off-stage, from above): Two hours and twenty lightyears later, the Tantric
Metaphysicist is still alive and swimming strongly. Sharks attracted by the smell of fresh
blood flowering in water gather round. The exam was over.

when spelunking forgotten dreams
Stop just before the entrance, the sheet of running water or loamy smell. This is the last sunlit
station; the rest is groove. The architecture of the cave helps people and animals sync up with
space-time as well as with each other, like the internet shapes our built and social
environments and is shaped by them. The finest paintings are far from the entrance, but no
one controls the buzzer, you can call your way in. Call then; utter any silent sound or
informational noise, the cave will respond. A little away, a little away; come close, come
close. You can trust this voice, can you? You can hear your way to belief, the deeper you
move in its stuff. Brush fingers, sticks, and bones against stalactites, compare the effects to
xylophones or soundbars or whatever feels right to your sonic context. Stamp your muddy
handprints on the walls, ceding your subjectivity to speleothem. Feel your way into millions
of years of drip, flow, gush – never dry, never still – even if you cannot perceive the wetness
and movement with your fingers, ears, nose – you can, you can. A shimmering carpet of
crystals; an assemblage of golden eagles, porcelain skulls, bio-glitter, lip melt, flute, fur.
Every sound in the history of space-time still resounds; every sound ever made leaves a
scratch in the field; the field is the recording, every sound ever made reproducible. The air
swathes warmer here, breath ripples further than you intended to go or thought possible.
Maybe you’ll ignite a torch to signal reciprocity; maybe you’ll awake surrounded by bear
scratches, horses, birdcages, shapeshifters, or by bears, artists, ceremonies, spirits. Will you
dance, will you boggle, will you enter another kind of sleep? Here you are folded in; you
cannot see or be seen, you are out of the state’s earshot, beyond cannons and espionage. Here
you can sleep for millions of years; borne by your secrets which will never be mined. You are
the matter in which splendour is hidden; you are the sculptor who shrouds their work.

inside the long string instrument we vibe
In a footnote to Synthetic Philosophy of Contemporary Mathematics (2012), Fernando
Zalamea writes: ‘The images of decantation, transfusion and distillation that recur throughout
this work indicate those creative gestures by way of which, as we shall see, mathematical
ideas or structures are “poured” – sometimes with the help of others, as “filters” – from one
register to another, often leaving behind, as a kind of “sediment,” features previously thought
to be integral to them.’ This footnote is the soul of this walk, which is conducted by Ellen
Fullman’s performance-lecture ‘Constructing a Musical Phrase from the Ground Up’ (2013).
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paths to enlightenment drawn in sand
CHILD (holding a stick): How many worlds may be seen in the desert?
ARTHUR AVALON: Let us suppose, he said (holding forth), that man’s body is a vessel
filled with oil which is the passions.
CHILD: If centres proliferate, what formula shows the blizzard’s role in the poetics of
relation?
ARTHUR AVALON: If you simply empty it and do nothing more, fresh oil will take its
place issuing from the Source of Desire which you have left undestroyed.
CHILD: If the beach is burning, what of the adulterous woman’s name?

ARTHUR AVALON: If, however, into the vessel there is dropped by slow degrees the Water
of Knowledge (Jñana), it will, as being behaviour than oil, descend to the bottom of the
vessel and will then expel an equal quantity of oil.
CHILD: Who confers innocence to the potting mix homunculus, to repossess its shit?
ARTHUR AVALON: In this way all the oil of passion is gradually expelled and no more can
re-enter, for the water of Jñana will then have wholly taken its place.
CHILD: What is so unabolishable about hierarchy, confinement, destitution, death?
ARTHUR AVALON: As the Latins said, ‘If you attempt to expel nature with a pitchfork it
will come back again’.
CHILD: What if there’s no more nature, either because it’s over or because everything is?
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